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Foreign language teachers belteie that their discipline more than

any other could contribute toward peace by showing the young what groups

of people have in common and where they differ.

For the last 25 years teachers of German have been doing this largely

by turning their attention toward West Germans who, with their 2000 years

of traditions, offered rich enough food for thought. They happily noticed

that the Federal Republic, being moulded more and more according to western

designs, was becoming part of one world,

In the meantime other Germans were safely out of sight, while being

reshaped as important parts of the eastern world. Now they have emerged.

Should we not also take note of them in order to be able to fulfill our

prostate?

At first glance official words and terms used in East Germany may appear

not to be too different semantically from those used in West Germany or the

liDeeokratte"would seen to beldenocrece,°Friedeelooks like peace! But

is this really so? Can one simply translate them without simultaneously

considering the cultural climate which surrounds them? Soviet cultures are

linguistically nonolythic and no deviations an thought or speech are permitted.

The words listed below represent fundamental concepts and institutions

of official East Germany, examples of how language accomodates itself to the

soil from which it sprang and becomes a vehicle for prevailing thought in

this case the ideology of Soviet bloc countries. interpretations are based

on authoritative sources and brought into focus for the western Rind..
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I. The State:

9Dcatscia9Deirkia&iricheRepsiblik, DDR, 'German Democratic Republic;

'GDR, is the official term for the central parts of former Germany in the

Soviet Russian orbit. According to the constitution of 1968 it is a

socialist state in which leadership rests in the hands of the Marxist-

Leninist Socialist Unity Party, 2Sezialistische..Binheitspartei Deutsch lands,

Hammer and Zirkel. Since 1955 the flag has shown a hammer and compass
... N 1 %-

intertwined and surrounded by a wreath of ears on a background of black, red,

and gold bars, representing thelsocialist workers' and peasants' state of

German nationality' e Arbeiter-und-Daisernmacht deutscher Nation. The compass

may be considered as pointing to a higher state of industrialisation than the

Russian sickle and signifies the alliance of working classes and intelligentsia.

e Remokratiel destokratitch. The words refer to socialist democracy or

Diktatur den Proletariats enter I"Uhrung der P art e ', theldictatorship of the.,,,,,,..% %%%%% -.,.. , %%,%%- %. - ." .. ''. 4.

proletariat under the leadership of the Partylin contrast to bourgeois demo-

cracy. Socialist democracy is considered to be democratic in a new way, in

favor of proletarians and people without property, and dictatorial toward the

bourgects ie.

* Republik. Sven though, according to definition, a republic is a for.......... ....-....
of government where the highest organ of the state is an elected body, all

forms of government are considered the result of the class character of the

respective society. Therefore the GDR, the result of the rule of the working

classes under the leadership of their Party, is viewed as totally different

from bourgeois republics which ate termed exploiter societies.

demokratische Zentralismus. 'Democratic centralise' is the principle
---,---...---...--,....,,,..-,.........,.....-...-.-...--

according to which every Marxist - Leninist party, east and west, is run.

Directed by an elected committee whose decisions are binding for everybody,

all members work as efficiently as possible on their levels to implement

them. Such centralisation is intended to retain the leadership of the Party.

The system has been taken over by most organisations. Usually elected
..
. committees are heavily weighted with party members.

to_gwijstilti94i.tliettattrtei Deutschland', Mt die part ,. is the

wee of the renamed Communist party attar its merger with the Rut German
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Social-Democratic party in 2046. it is the recognized guide on the road

to socialism. its leaders work in close cooperation with the Druderparteien

of the other socialist countries, the I rudcrlUnder, especially the

KormunistiscliesParteider Sowjetunion, EP1SU. One frequently, hears: Die

Partei sfehi. alias. weiss allcs; die Partei ist Uberall and hat tomer recht.

Four other parties acknowledge the loading role of "SED" and actively support

the construction of socialism. Especially "SED" is viewed as fortschrittlich

or progretifiv.

s Zentralkomitee der SED, EK, is the 'central committee of the Party'

which guides and controls all its activities. This elected body in tura

e lects the members of the Politburo and its Sekretariat to direct the Party's
...1%.4--- -- V

work between the committee's plenary sessions where the efforts of the

"Politburo" and its secretary are discussed and confirmed. Walter Ulbricht

has been ,Vster Ssicregr, First Secretary of the Party, since 1953.

Walter Ulbricht, born in 1893, was one of the founders and leaders of

the Konnunistische Partei Deutschlands, KPD, the communist party of the

Weimar Republic. He spent the war years in the Union der Sozialistischen

preattrepublikell, UdSSR, the Soviet Union, and was returned to Bast Germany

in 1945. Ever since he has seen to it that Party and state remained loyal

to his protectors and their way to Marxist-LeninUitcommunism.
s bloc of the parties and

e Nationale Front Urfa 'miss organization which gives the unorganized a
. - - -

chance to cooperate with party members end socialism according to the

principles Plane mitLierbeite mit, micro mit. They draw up it Einheitsltstem,

lists of single candidates, which, after extensive discussions with the

electorate, are confirmed on election day.

Staat. The 'state' or e einheitliche Stastsmacht, the uniform system- % "-
of government, is considered the instrument of the working people, guiding

them on the road to socialism-communism.

e Volkshanmey is the highest elected body of the people which, in turn,

elects the taaterat to do its Work between Sessions and cooperate with the

Ministerrat. 'the committee of ministers' or heads of the various administrative

departments. Walter Ulbricht has been the chairman, re.,....JVILtzend.wwngnalael!!!!I!,

n ine. 1960, While simultaneously heft party secretary.
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Staatssicherheitsdienst, SSD, of tho Ministcrium far Staatssichcr-

AAII, the secrot police system, works under leadership of the Party and in

consultation with the Soviet secret police, ICCIB. to protect and support

socialism.

e nationalen .Streitkrafte, the military system, were built up under..
Soviet leadership. The completolt,tiimkelAkepme, NAV, is directly

subordinated to the Warsaw Treaty Organization.

m1,141.2tche 41kspoliFpi, OVP, y!,(Xopp,)is the politically trained

police system.

e Deutsche Grenzpolizei is the border police, part of "NAY."

p.c!lp.lioat.fur_sport.und,Tpook, Rye is a volunteer mass

organization, preparing youth for better military service,

Warschauer Beistandspakt. Bast Germany was admitted to the Warsaw

Pact system in 1956. It provides a unified military command for the Soviet

bloc nations with headquarters in Moscow.

Political and Philosophical Terms

dialektische mound historische Materialismus, Diamat, is the correct4.4 I . .

form of philosophical thought that considers all world views and ideas as

superstructures and reflections of economic productive processes. Matter

is understood as developing in a dialectic process, starting with inorganic

substances, progressing to organisms, man, the human spirit, and leading

through socialism to world communism as its culmination. "Diamst" is used

as an instrument for change, zur Vergnderung4" t.der Welt.
'I,sew 41r .

e Oislektik is a socialist science which assumes that all reality,

including thought, develops through the struggle of opposing forces. New

overcomes old while absorbing its useful' qUalities. Quantitative changes

are supposed to appear eventually as qualitative changes. Application of

this science is considered helpful for speeding up development of socialism..

communism.

.e Gesellschaftswisslechaftei Gewi, are not sociologyof the western

type but the study of man and society in the sense of "Diamat," which is

required of everybody.

Naturvissenschaften and Technologies $natural'sciences and technolot,'
Nor 'Ns...4r. .

are highly valued as basic productive forces, "Produktivkraittr, and claimed

toll* used for the benefit of all, in contrast to the vest.

4
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r Sozialismus is seen as the socio-economic form which, as the
......

result of class struggle and revolution, follows capitalism and precedes

communism. The dictatorship of the proletariat under the leadership of

the Party has changed private means of production to people's property;

exploitation, unemployment, economic crises and social insecurity have

been abolished. Distribution of the total product follows the principle

oft Jeder each seinen Fghiseiten jedem each seiner Loistun

r.Kommunismus is viewed as the world's final socio-economic form,

the result of the conscious efforts of all. All means of production will

be people's property, and all meebers.of society will be socially equal.

Free people united in self-government, whose primary instinct is to work

for the good of all, will live according to the principles edema nach

seinen Fghigkeiten and jedem each seinen Dedgrfnissen. International

equalization induced by Marxist-Leninist socialism and the Soviet Union

will have led to the gradual fusion of nations.

luti Revolutions like clie4rosulslostelie..,...zeajielttiscIr-

r2y2lteiR0 where political power is said to go from the hands of reactionary

. classes to those of progressive classes, are considered valuable: Lok4motiVen

der GeSchichte. The concept of revolution is used figuratively for other

Major changes like e wissenschaftlich-technische Revolutio,

tjAktierer is a person who deviates from the party line, swerving

more to the left. He may not accept the system of democratiC centralism

or the leadership of Moscow.

MapItAlitmo..., is considered to be the last exploiting society which

will be followed by socialism according to laws discovered by Marx and

Engels. Its ',resew; and final former staatemoo _machoKapitalis

is viewed as a system where monopolies and the state have been welded Into-

one mechanism to control society for the benefit of financial oligarchies

whose imperialistic wars,LImenause are seen as struggles for greater

shares of world markets and military bases.

e inseam. Even though, in socialism, there een:be no exploited

classes anymoreosociety still has a class structure. There sre workers

cooperative farmers, tradesmen, someSoplesearg? residual owners, sharing

5
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their means of production with the people's state, and the intelligentsia.

These are allied, verbUndote Klassen not antagonistische Klassen as in

earlier systems, united by common consciousness, e soxialistischeRelusstatpi.

r pl:isciliArIA is viewed as the final expression of the interests of
die Nonopopsurgfeisigwhen they can no longer force their will upon the

resisting masses with the help of their system of bourgeois democracy.

Supported by elements of the petite bourgeoisie they resort to terrorism.

Italy under Mussolini, Germany under Hitler.and now the M.S. as well as the

Federal Republic where matters are seen as still more complicated by

Revanchisnus, the desire of exploiting capitalism to regain lost territories,

are considered fascist.

Opportunist is a person. denying the need for revolutionary removal of

the capitalist order. He may be a worker under the influence of bourgeois

ideology or a rightist social democrat, allowing himself to be exploited by

cooperating with capitalist imperialism.

Revisionist r Vers8hnler are designations for persons deviating

from the party line toward the right by pointing to changing social conditions

and asking for liberalization.

dialmlter Deutatili9ds is the bourgeoisie of West Germany, accused

of having prevented the creation and union of a socialist Germany.

Llaftlismus is any form of philosophical thought that considers the

human spirit to be more taan the result of economic productive processes. It

is said to develop in societies where physical and mental work are performed

by different groups and where exploiters conceal reality by screens of religion

and idealistic philosophy.

alleaktion is resistance of outdated groups, like the Monopolkourroisie

in USA and West Germany, to rising progressive classes.

e proletarische PartetkvallitAA. 'Proletarian biasis considered the

prerequisite for any judgment, sine, only the workers and their Party are

not exploiting classes.'

III. Economies /

Rat Ar GeepsoiqwArtseaftshilte, gar,
t
COmoon: theiCouncil for ;

Retest Economic ihicisof the Soviet bloc countries was started in 1640 eaglet

6
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Soviet leadership with a Sekretariat in Moscow. WhilolUdSe is being..........,...
developed universally, other countries, like East Germany, are specializing
along certain linos.

e national° Wirtschaft. The national economy is imbedded in the4.e. ...... 6 .-.1, I. ..

Soviet bloc economy. Through plans, a tilmpektiv uttdahsliche Plantes,
tl:e Partys central committee, after agreement with respective Soviot
leaders and Comecon, specifies East Germany's tasks for the construction
of world socialism. They are then implemented according to the principle
of democratic centralism. Confirmed plans are binding.

s NiestPkortischcSystrl dcrnanunf and Le stung was started in the
early sixties for hotter implementation of the Tarty's central plans.
Through a new book keeping and wages-reward system the population of all
levels was persuaded to work more actively on increasing production and
efficiency. Die Planerfallung improvedoPlanverlust diminished, and work....,
quotas,sP..lansoll, became more tolerable.............- ..-

e materielle Interessiertheit is the human desire to earn much and4......................., ,_..,_...
have a high living standard. The state tries to balance it with psli J:
schaftliche Interessen, the political and economic interests of a Comecon state...,.....,... ,...- ..,..,,.. Ir.

e akonomischen Rebel 'economic levers; are the system of wages and rewards

which channels people into desired directions according to the principle:
Was der Gesellschaft netzt muss such far den Betrieb and den einzelnen Work-
tiitigen gut sein.

tsateziz is an incentive to work, like money.
e Betritt is an economic and legal productive unit, mostly state owned.

s sofialistische orgeselschaftliche F t tenting Vonseiseltua:..l c
)People's' or 'state property'As the basin of the socialist system of production

and said to more and more preclude exploitation of man by man, It may take
the form of r volkseigene Betrieb, VEB, (often linked into combines,
Vereinigur Betrielm, yyp , or e Handelsorganiaation, HO, state own....,..
retail shops. There still are various types of cooperatives with names such
ass e lanchArtschaftliche Produktionagenossenschaft, LPG; 4 ,Froduktiolg-

noszen_je.b......tdchs works, rm: m Predula....,.......4............a.eeneMeMeeMechaft werktati r
Fischer; ggreserische Produktiossonossenschelt. Bees ittmealweise vow.. .."..............y.....,,.......wv.wv........0..........

i

,
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refused to join collectives, are loft. In the age of communism everything

will be common property.

Produktivkafte are everything thut is needed to produce an

existing level of the economy: tools, resources andiespeciiilly, people

with their knowledge and skills.

Frcie Deutsche Gewerkschaftsbund, FDGD, is not a labour union in

the western sense but considered the uniform organization of the ruling

workers'elesswsincluding employees and members of the intelligentsia under

the leadership of the Party, organized according to the principle: ein

Octrieb, eine Geserkschaft. It mobilizes the workers to fulfill the plans,

while at the same time looking after their well-being.

Werktatige is a Russian concept, referring to every citizen of the

workers' and peasants' state who earns his living without exploiting others

as is said of the bourgeoisie.

Genesee is a fellow Socialist. Party monbere speak of Oen another

as "Genoese."

Kollege. Most "Werktiltige" address each other as "Kollege."

IV. Education

ei..a!itiel is defined as the process of passing on skills, knowledge,

modes of thinking and social behaviour. Socialist educationothereforeomtuit

servo the interests of the working aliases, giving everybody the same basic

Chances, while bourgeois education is said to use .....2!siEllthNettettlei in order

to retain different aliases to serve bourgeois imperialism. The goal of

socialist education is r soziiiliiitische StaiitsbUrger and i"...zrmult.ILezijallijULJA.A.

Rensch. They are to develop qualities such as allegiance to socialist ideals,yole1W
constancy, courage, modesty, brotherly love of the people, confidence in

victory, loyalty to the party, implacable hatred of the Onemi0s of the people,

love of the Soviet. Union, solidarity with the peoples fighting for liberation,

and an iron will to further socialism.

e Kollektiverzieheng. All education is training to think and act

collectively. This is considered necessary because the development of a

socialist society can be assured only by the collective action of all and

because the interests of all coincide. Ildividuslisn is frowned upon. '
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Collective education is carried out in a very extensive educational system,

using the following terminology: oKiqdtqkrippc, rKtesdergarten,"e zehnklamaige,

allgemeinbildende pelyterhntsche Oberschulo:Ocrufsaasbildung, Hoch and

Fashachulea, yrrchsenenbildeeng. erweiterte Oberschule

e Bildung is the result of this education and, in this sense, East

Germany is considered pine_ge?kldata Nation, a 'cultured, educated nation.'

e zehnklassige allgemeinbildende polytechnische Oberschule is the uniform

school required of all, where the basic mental .and manual skills needed in

socialist state within the Soviet orbit are taught. Russian is the required

second language. Weekly work in factories and agriculture accompentea

training in the upper grades. Membership in parallel youth organizations

is mandatory for success.

tAugandorganisaticnan are socialist mass organizations. e Jungpioniere,

of classes 1-3, and e ThIllmannpioniere of classes 4-7, prepare youth for

voluntary entrance into the Freie Deutsche Jugend, FDJ, the Party's official

youth organization. "FDJ" trains youth as co-workers of the Party for socialist

efficiency and competition, for cooperation with youth organizations of the

socialist camp as well as champions of socialist peace and challengers of

bourgeois imperialism. "FDJ" is run according to the principle of democratic

centralism. It is represented in the "volkakammer," the 'people's parliament.'

e Jugendweihe 'consecration of youth, is the lavishly celebrated official

act of accepting youth of the 8th grade into the socialist community after a

winter's training. It is modeled after the Christian ceremony of corfirmatien,

but the vow binds youth to faith in socialise:4 the fight for socialism and

for socialist peace. Each child receivess Weltall Erde Monschs Sammelwerk

zur Entwicklungageschichte von Natur and Gesellschaft, his book of reference

for the official philosophy.

e BewusatseinsInderung. The concept indicates that bourgeois thinkingss,.. s
must be changed to socialist consciousness.

s Kollektiv sozialistischer Arbeit is, unlike teamwork, a group united

by common socialist consciousness, working and acting together. A book may

be written by an Altorenkolltktia, research be done by a rsomillapalltly.

e Kader are 'elite collectives,' frequertly of party members.

9
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e Arboit. Work to further socialism is the raison dltre for every-

body in the workers' state. The official Gesotzbuch der ArbeiS thelcode

of work; considers it the moral duty of all able bodied men and women to

assist creatively in the execution of official plans. It is a matter of honor, notexploitation.
Mlricade is a collective of workers with a leader, the Brigadier,

to increase productivity and the quality of work. Brigaden as well as

most other units of endeavour are in officially directed constant competition

with each other, named tozialistischerlroAkeystrb, frequently making public

pledges as to what they want to accomplish, e Selbstverpflichtuat. On the

highest levels there are competitions and Spart.kiadei between the best

groups of the various socialist countries.

V. Family, Ethics, the Arts

e neue Familie. Unlike the bourgeois family which is viewed as based"54.""gos"..
on private property in the hands of the man, the'new socialist familyqs

considered to be the smallest cell of the socialist state, the result of

the absence of private property,where family interests are one. with those

of all. Man, wife and children are said to respect andlove one another

on the basis of equal social rights, and to cooperate in creating the new

man with socialist consciousness and the urge to work for the people.

Privileges and duties of the family are set down in the officialFatqllenesetsbuch

the family code, which permits the state to interfere if Mimic principles are
I,

infringed upon.

e.....mtimezral is the morality of the new man as formulated in

10 Gebote der sozialistischen Moral, the ten commandments announced by

Walter Ulbricht and appearing in the program of -the party.

reale Mumanismus. Since the various concepts of humanism are considered .

the result of the needs of different classes, humanism based on Marxism-

Leninism is viewed as the real humanism of workers.

e Freihett. is not to be mistaken for the bourgeois concept viewed as

the result of the will to exploit. It is seen as necessity appearing as

'freedom when a person accepts the functioning of social laws according to

which the dictatorship of the proletariat replaces bourgeois imperialism.

Then he is free to cooperate. Joining a collective, a party organisation,

and working fog socialism are the freedom to do what is most progressive.

10
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c Eultur. 'Culture/ in all its ramifications is considered the

superstructure of economic and class conditions. Every new class is

said to develop the preceding culture in a way suitable for its purposes.

German socialist literature and art, therefore, are considered the

expression of the ruling workers' classes. Following the !Attprfelder Wog

they are to support cdooationtthus helping to perfect die gebiltste_

sozialistische.._..
Bitterfelder 1,04 is a program, started in 1959, to overcome the--.

separation of art and life and to develop a socialist-national culture.

Artists and writers were asked to show realistically the development of

the new socialist society, and workers were persuaded to join in the effort

on their own level.

Frieden. Since socialism is viewed as the only non-exploitative

I, system, peaceles the condition in the relationship of countries which

precludes the use of force, is considered attainable only after private

ownership of means of production has been abolished everywhere.

According to western definition the truly educated man is aware of

his locus in the universe. Knowledge of East Gorman words adds another

dimension to such &wanness.

Kalamazoo Co 'leg*
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